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en ("IMGSRC"), popular for the child pornography trade.n "dirtyoldman71" has uploaded several password-protected albums
to. Are these images public or do they need to be password protected? - No extraneous information about the client, if the image
is not of commercial interest, should not be contained. If the client does not agree to these terms, please remove the image and
report the inconvenience to me. Please provide me with your address, contact details and payment method so that I can notify

you of the delivery time of your order. I hope to receive your answer. Sincerely, Administration I think I should add this
comment to this letter: Good afternoon, Please inform: - The name of your organization; - Personal data (are all fields filled)
and contacts (date, signature, feedback form); - Based on the data from your personal account, how to confirm that you work
for me (confirm my contact phone number); Also, as an attachment to the letter, attach a copy of my passport (pages with a

photo, residence permit, etc.), confirming that this is my real name and surname, and not an invented nickname. - If you want to
receive an image without inserting it into a letter, please at least attach the original image, accurately and accurately. You can

also send me your photo directly. In this case, I will send you your image, and I will send it to you by e-mail. And, of course, if
you doubt the authenticity of my documents, such as a driver's license, etc., I do not mind providing evidence of my real

existence for me this will be sufficient evidence. By themselves, photo copies of documents, to be honest, I do not need. I just
never pay, sign, or mail anything. Therefore, it is important for me to confirm my true interests in any way: a personal visit and

a telephone interview. P.S. From the answer: ___________________________________________ Answer:
_______________________________________ Dear Andrey, On what basis are you trying to verify the accuracy of the

information about my individual entrepreneur that is posted on the site vashkitij.ru? On the issue of images: the link relates only
to the site you created, and also includes the rights to use these images, which you transfer to the copyright holder who placed

them on the
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